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PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 

 

I would like to thank the Driffied Championship Dog Show secretary and committee for the privilege 

of judging this class. The overall quality of the presentation and health of the dogs was excellent 

with no bad mouths or poor pigmentation observed. It is good to see the pigmentation has 

improved over the last 20 years especially in predominantly white dogs.  

PD (1) 1 Kenyon,Ward & Bermingham's Charibere Simply Magic At Chezanna. This large 6 month old 

white dog immediately made its mark in the ring as a puppy with real potential. Lovely head and 

expression and excellent pigmentation for his age. Well constructed with amble bone, correct 

angulation and dressed in a thick coat. The topline was slightly up at the rear, but this is often seen 

in rapidly growing large dogs, moved well. BP and 1st Puppy Dog Stakes.  

PGD (2) 1 Holmes' Lisjovia Slick As A Whistle. 20 month old large white dog with blaireau markings 

on ears and body. Slightly heavier proportioned male head with excellent pigmentation, correct 

dentition scissor bite with tight lips. Nice conformation, level topline and correct rear angulation 

with good size of bone. The movement was sound with a pleasant gait. 2 Thompson's Aurealis 

Okenite. 34 month old white male with blaireau ear markings. Nicely proportioned head with good 

dentition and excellent pigmentation. Preferred the top line, the amount of bone and movement of 

first.  

OD (2) While this class had three absent champions, the remaining two dogs are a credit to the 

breed. 1 Kenyon & Ward's Ch Charibere Simply Special At Chezanna. Nearly 4 years old this 

champion loves the big occasion to flaunt his movement and style while being handled by one of the 

best in the business. This predominantly white dog is one of the largest in the breed balanced by 

good conformation and plenty of bone. His type of head once adored by the breed is now 

considered a little deep in the muzzle in comparison to the finer head influenced by the move 

towards the continental type of PMD. Overall I found his head had some excellent qualities 

concerning shape of skull, ear placement, skull to muzzle dimensions, lovely dark pigmentation. 

Good confirmation with broad chest good length of back, excellent top line with the correct rear 

angulation. His coat was thick and brushed to perfection. BD, BOB, Pastoral G1. 2 Greenfield's Ch 

Gillandant Shakeelah. Again nearly 4 years old this beautifully proportioned  white/blaireau 

champion had a nice head in correct proportions, excellent pigmentation, correct dentition well 

balanced conformation, good depth of chest and held  the top line on the move complemented by a 

classic curved Pyrenean tail. RBD.  

GCD (1) Ch Gillandant Shakeelah 1.  



PB (1) Kenyon, Ward & Bermingham's Charibere Simply A Dream At Chezanna. 6 month old bitch, 

out of the same litter as the puppy dog and is potentially another star from this small but highly 

successful kennel. Lovely feminine head full of quality, nicely constructed with level topline good 

level of bone and correct rear angulation of hindquarters. Moved well and beautifully turned out in a 

thick white coat.  

PGB (2) 1 Holmes' Abstrax Blaze Of Glory For Lisjovia. 2 year old white bitch with excellent 

pigmentation. Well constructed with good thickness of bone, good rear angulation, but would have 

preferred longer length of leg, nice tight feet moved well and dress in a thick well groomed coat. 

RBB. 2 Thompson's Aurealis Angel. 34 month old white bitch with blaireau ear markings. Nice head 

with good dentition and pigmentation but preferred the topline, the amount of bone and movement 

of first.  

GCB (1) Greenfield's Ch Gillandant Crystal Fantasy. This 9 year old champion bitch looked in peak 

condition Lovely balanced head with sound conformation. Standing with a straight and level topline 

and correct angulation dressed in a silky white coat with colour on ears she defied the aging process. 

When moved her gait was steady and sound BB. 

Nigel Wright 


